The University of Regina Author Recognition Program

The University of Regina Author Recognition Program presented by the Dr. John Archer Library and Archives (“Program”) is designed to celebrate and honour the contributions to authorship made by University of Regina faculty, staff, students, alumni and retirees throughout the preceding year.

The Program is intended to recognize the publication of new works such as books, edited proceedings, sound recordings, musical scores and film or video recordings. The Program celebrates the publication of new works in any format, including print and electronic (e-books).

Students:

All current undergraduate, graduate or post-graduate students or past graduates from the University of Regina, as well as Campion College, Luther College, and First Nations University of Canada are eligible.

Faculty:

All current and retired faculty from the University of Regina, as well as Campion College, Luther College, and First Nations University of Canada are eligible.

Staff:

All current and retired employees of the University of Regina, as well as Campion College, Luther College, and First Nations University of Canada are eligible.

In accordance with one of the mandates of the Program, the Library will acquire a copy of all University-authored books and add them to the University of Regina Library’s collection—we, the Program, acknowledge that this policy may at times conflict with the published collection policy of the Library, particularly as it relates to the support and enhancement of the University’s research and teaching objectives. When there is a choice between an e-book and a physical book, the Library will acquire the physical book.

Adapted with permission from the University of Guelph Library.
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1 The Program does not include reprints, revised editions of works previously celebrated, journal, newspaper, newsletter or magazine articles, workbooks or dissertations or theses.

2 The Library will normally acquire one copy of the work under these Guidelines, unless the Library is already in possession of the work in question.